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Smart Grid Network Topology Error
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Abstract—Smart grid technologies have significantly enhanced
robustness and efficiency of the traditional power grid networks
by exploiting technical advances in sensing, measurement, and
two-way communications between the suppliers and customers.
The state estimation plays a major function in building such
real-time models of power grid networks. For the smart grid state
estimation, one of the essential objectives is to help detect and
identify the topological error efficiently. In this paper, we propose
the quickest estimation scheme to determine the network topology
as quickly as possible with the given accuracy constraints from the
dispersive environment. A Markov chain-based analytical model
is also constructed to systematically analyze the proposed scheme
for the online estimation. With the analytical model, we are able to
configure the system parameters for the guaranteed performance
in terms of the false-alarm rate (FAR) and missed detection ratio
under a detection delay constraint. The accuracy of the analyt-
ical model and detection with performance guarantee are also
discussed. The performance is evaluated through both analytical
and numerical simulations with the MATPOWER 4.0 package. It
is shown that the proposed scheme achieves the minimum average
stopping time but retains the comparable estimation accuracy
and FAR.

Index Terms—Bad data detection, network topology, signal de-
tection, signal estimation, smart grid.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE DEVELOPMENT of the smart grid has grown rapidly
in the recent years because of its promising economic,

environmental, and social benefits [1]. With the aid of modern
communication technologies, the future power grid has the ca-
pability of supporting two-way information and electricity flow,
resolving the power outages efficiently, expediting renewable
energy integration into the grid [2], and empowering people
with better tools for optimizing their energy consumption.
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The state estimation plays a major role in building such real-
time models of power grid networks. Two types of measure-
ment data are collected for state estimation in modem energy
management systems (EMSs) of smart grid networks, namely:
1) the status data of switches and breakers and 2) the analog
data of bus voltage, power injection, power flow, and reactance.
The status data are used to determine the real-time topology
of the network. The analog data are used to determine the
loading/voltage profile of the line and transformer. However,
both status and analog data are distortive because of the missing
data, communication errors, or measurement errors. Errors in
status data will show up as errors in the network topology,
which will also cause the state estimation errors. In practice,
the tree search algorithm [3], [4] to detect the erroneous data
for the network topology processor is widely implemented. The
authors in [5] applied the sequential search method through the
network graph. In [6]–[8], the authors proposed the methods
via using state estimation results for the topology error detec-
tion. Although the techniques are improved, the computational
complexity of most existing approaches for the determination
of topology error is high in practice.

The EMS needs to efficiently combat the topological error
in a real-time manner to timely prevent further damage to the
entire network [9]–[11]. In other words, the network topol-
ogy should be determined as quickly as possible so that one
can detect/identify the erroneous data to maintain a reliable
database for the state estimator; otherwise, erroneous data
can result in topology errors that invalidate the whole real-
time modeling process on smart grid networks. This type of
estimation problem can be solved via applying the quickest
detection (QD) concept from [12]. The QD aims to determine
a change of the observed statistics as quickly as possible based
on online observations, the user-defined decision rules, and the
requirement of detection accuracy. The decision rules need to
be properly designed to optimize the tradeoff between the stop-
ping time and decision accuracy. The authors in [13] utilized the
adaptive nonparametric QD test to address the real-time mali-
cious data attack on smart grid state estimation. The cognitive
radio spectrum sensing with unknown parameters of primary
user was described in [14]. In [15], the authors utilized the
nonparametric cumulative sum (CUSUM) test with a Markov
chain-based model to address the real-time backoff misbehavior
problem and study the performance of the CUSUM detector
in IEEE 802.11 networks. The authors in [16] combined the
QD technique with the statistical hypothesis test for detecting
abnormal change.
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In this paper, we employ the adaptive estimation algorithm
to help detect and identify the topological error efficiently
for smart grid estimation. The proposed scheme is able to
accomplish the following: 1) execute the demodulation of mu-
tually interfering streams of information that is produced by all
buses in the power network and, then, 2) determine the current
network topology as quickly as possible without violating the
given constraints such as a certain level of estimation accuracy
that includes false alarm. With knowledge of the present net-
work topology, one can explicitly determine and identify the
topology error in an efficient way. Furthermore, we develop an
analytical model for the proposed algorithm that provides theo-
retical guidance for quantitative performance analysis. With the
analytical model, it provides us the insight on system param-
eter configuration for the online quickest estimation. System
parameters can also be computed for guaranteed performance
in terms of fundamental performance metrics: the false-alarm
rate (FAR) and missed detection ratio (MDR) under a detection
delay constraint. In other words, our analytical model can guide
us to configure a detection system based on some detection
performance requirement. The Markov chain-based analytical
model for the proposed scheme involves two different transition
probability matrices (TPMs): One is under the normal state en-
vironment, and the other one is under the malicious data attack.
The normal TPM can help in determining the initial state as well
as FAR. With the initial states, the MDR can be analyzed by
using the TPM under attack. The performance of the proposed
algorithm is evaluated by both mathematic analysis and nu-
merical simulation. It is demonstrated in terms of fundamental
metrics (e.g., FAR, MDR, and average sample number).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
system model is given in Section II. The proposed scheme is
given and analyzed mathematically with the Markov chain-
based analytical model in Section III. The performance analysis
is provided in Section IV, and the conclusion is drawn in
Section V. Some important symbols used in this paper are listed
in the following table.
Symbol Description
n Observation index.

N Total number of active buses in the power system.
M Total number of active power measurement data.
Z Set of power measurement data.
x Set of state.
e Set of measurement noise.
H Measurement Jacobian matrix.
B Network topology error matrix.
He Possible hypothesis, e ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · ·}.
k Repetition index for determining network topology.
� Prior probability of the hypothesis.
Pk Posterior probability of the hypothesis.
ce Cost of falsely rejecting the hypothesis.
T Minimum stopping time, T ∈ n.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Before reviewing the classical formulation of the state esti-
mation for the power network, we like to present the scope of
smart grid state estimation as described in Fig. 1. In this figure,

Fig. 1. Illustration of status data effect on the state estimation processor
and further on the ISO. Analog data include the measurement data of power
injection Pi, reactance injection Qi, power flow Pf , reactance flow Qf , bus
voltage V , bus current I , and bus phase ϑ.

the network topology processor uses the telemetered data of
the breaker and switch status to determine the present network
topology of the system. Then, the state estimator processes
both sets of measurement data (status and analog data) globally
and takes advantage of its redundancy to detect any data error.
If data error exists, a bad-data processor will notify the state
estimator, and then, the estimated state of the power system will
be discarded and reestimated again. Otherwise, the indepen-
dent system operator (ISO) makes the decision for controlling
generators and managing load by applying the current state
into the different functions such as the automatic generation
control, optimal power flow, or EMS. If the accident occurs,
erroneous data can magnify the negative impact on these smart
grid operations. Therefore, the efficient online error detection
on measurement data is essential.

While the errors for analog data will cause the state estima-
tion errors, the effect of topology error shall be analyzed to
understand how it can be used for determining topology error.
First, we consider the state estimation problem as estimating
phase angles θq by observing the real-time measurements of
active power flow. The initial phase angle θ0 is known as refer-
ence angle, and therefore, only N angles have to be estimated.
In other words, we have the total of N active angles (buses) in
the system. The voltage level of each bus and reactance of each
transmission line are assumed to be known.

A. Traditional BDD

We first review the classical formulation of the state esti-
mation using the normal equations. At the observation index
n ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · ·}, the control center observes a vector Zn of
M actual power measurements. The nonlinear equation relating
the state vector x is

Zn = h(x) + en (1)

where Zn = [Zn,1, · · · , Zn,M ]T and en is the Gaussian mea-
surement noise with zero mean and covariance matrix Σe. By
applying the Gauss–Newton method [17], the unknown state x
can be estimated iteratively as

x̂s+1 = x̂s +
(
HT

s Σ
−1
e Hs

)−1
HT

s Σ
−1
e [Zn − h(x̂s)] (2)
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where the estimated system state x̂s ∈ R
M , s is the iteration

number, and Hs ∈ R
M×N is the Jacobian evaluated at x̂s

Hs =
∂h(x̂s)

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=x̂s

. (3)

By decoupling the real and reactive part of measurements and
state vectors, we will assume that the phase differences between
two buses in the power network are all small. Then, a linear
approximation of (1) is accurate, and we obtain

Zn = Hx+ en (4)

where Zn is the set of power measurements1 (i.e., the power
flow, power injection, or voltage), x is the set of real part
of [θ1, θ2, . . . , θN−1, θN ]T (bus angles), and H ∈ R

M is the
measurement Jacobian matrix with respect to phase angles. As
a result, the estimated state x̂ is

x̂ =
(
HTΣ−1

e H
)−1

HTΣ−1
e Zn. (5)

For the bad-data detection (BDD) system, we compare the
power-flow measurements Zn with the estimated active power
flow Ẑn by the phase angle estimate x̂. Ẑn can be written as

Ẑn = Hx̂ = H
(
HTΣ−1

e H
)−1

HTΣ−1
e Zn = �Zn (6)

where � is known as the hat matrix. Define the residue
vector as

Rn = Zn − Ẑn. (7)

The expected value and the covariance of residual Rn are

E(Rn) =0 (8)

ΣR =
[
I−H

(
HTΣ−1

e H
)−1

HTΣ−1
e

]
Σe (9)

respectively. Generally, the bad Zn such as corrupted data,
missed data, or topology error can typically trigger a BDD
alarm since the measurement residual Rn in (7) increases.

B. Topology Error

The effect of topology error can be presented in H and
effected on E(Rn), which is no longer to be zero. As men-
tioned in Section I, the system can perform BDD to determine
the error by some comprehensive algorithms such as the se-
quential search algorithm, the chi-square test with weighted
least squares state estimation, or the largest normalized residual
test. Nevertheless, some of the known computational issues
and shortcomings for these algorithms are explicitly described
in [17]. From (4), the measurement of state estimation under
the network topology error can be modeled in the following
manner [19]:

H = He +B (10)

1Each measurement has a different dimension, and the following study is
based on power-flow estimation.

where H is the true Jacobian measurement, He is the incorrect
Jacobian measurement due to topology errors, and B is the
Jacobian error matrix. Next, we substitute (10) into the linear
approximation model (4) that yields

Zn = Hex+Bx+ en. (11)

Next, the statistical characteristics of the new residual vector
can be derived as follows. The residual under error with its
covariance is

Rn =
[
I−He

(
HT

e Σ
−1
e He

)−1
HT

e Σ
−1
e

]
[Bx+ en] (12)

ΣR =
[
I−He

(
HT

e Σ
−1
e He

)−1
HT

e Σ
−1
e

]
Σe (13)

and the expected value of residual Rn is

E(Rn) =
[
I−He

(
HT

e Σ
−1
e He

)−1
HT

e Σ
−1
e

]
[Bx]. (14)

In other words, the ISO receives scrabble measurement data
and needs to identify/determine the erroneous status data that
are generated by multiple buses in the power grid network.
This type of problem can also be seen as the detection problem
for dealing with the demodulation of the mutually interfering
digital streams of information.

C. Problem Formulation

In fact, we can consider each bus in smart grid networks as
a single transmitter through a common communication channel
that carries the information such as the network topology. Let
us first consider the expanded version of (4) that yields⎛
⎜⎜⎝

Zn,1

Zn,2

...
Zn,M

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

H1,1 · · · H1,N

H2,1 · · · H2,N

...
. . .

...
HM,1 · · · HM,N

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

x1

x2
...

xN

⎞
⎟⎟⎠+

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

en,1
en,2

...
en,M

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .

(15)

In contrast, we can also describe the power measurement matrix
of (15) in the formulation of the sequential process; for the
representation of the entire power grid network, each power
measurement information Zn can be expressed as

Zn,1 =
N∑
i=1

H1,ix̂i + en,1

Zn,2 =
N∑
i=1

H2,ix̂i + en,2

...

Zn,r =
N∑
i=1

Hr,ix̂i + en,r

...

Zn,M−1 =

N∑
i=1

HM−1,ix̂i + en,M−1

Zn,M =

N∑
i=1

HM,ix̂i + en,M (16)
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where the row r ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M} and the measurement noise is
en,r at r.

The idea is to enable several buses to send information si-
multaneously through a communication channel; on the control
center, the noisy version of the superposition of signals is ob-
tained from a crowd of the active buses, and next, the operator
works an efficient way to decode and estimate the useful infor-
mation that is sent by the individual buses. We like to online
estimate H with minimal delay in order to help one compute
B and He and further identify the topology error efficiently.
Thus, the main task is how to estimate each element of H as
quickly as possible with a certain level of error probability, i.e.,

min k, s.t. Pr(H �= Ĥ) ≤ η (17)

where k represents the index of each repetition, Ĥ is the
estimated measurement Jacobian matrix, and η is a certain
threshold of error probability. We assume that the errors in
status data of breakers and switches result in the erroneous
assertion of the network topology in terms of branch outage,
bus split, or shunt capacitor/reactor switching. At ISO, the true
measurement Jacobian matrix is already determined. After a
short period of time, the topology error occurs in the network.
Our objective is to determine the present measurement Jacobian
matrix under topology errors with as little delay as possible so
as to help compute the resulting error matrix B and He effi-
ciently to identify the problem. In other words, the present net-
work topology is sequentially estimated with the minimal delay.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we investigate one type of the detection/
estimation mechanisms against topology error in the smart
grid. In brief, we have developed a novel estimation strategy
via an online statistical analysis of a sequence of data, which
can control the detection delay and error probability under
the desired levels. The conventional state estimation methods
[18] for BDD use measurements to balance the FAR and the
missing detection rate, while our approach aims to minimize
the detection delay under the error probability constraint.

The proposed scheme, the adaptive quickest estimation algo-
rithm, is the modification of the classic sequential probability
ratio test [12]. To estimate the network topology efficiently
based on the observed measurements, the proposed scheme
contains two interleaved steps that are computed iteratively
until the completion of Ĥ. With such information, ISO can
explicitly determine topology error matrix B via comparing
H. Note that we also develop an analytical model based on
the Markov chain, which provide a guidance to configure the
detection system for performance guarantee. In this section,
we first give the overview of the proposed quickest estimation
algorithm. Details of the proposed algorithm are then described
and analyzed with a Markov chain-based model.

A. Overview

There are many ways to express the network topology [18],
[17]. The network topology is also known as the measurement

Jacobian matrix H. In the matrix, an element Hr,i can take the
values from set {1,−1, 0}, respectively, with 1 indicating the
power flow from bus a to bus b, −1 indicating the power flow
from the bus b to bus a, or 0 indicating the “off” switch status
between the two buses. If the erroneous status data occur in
the network, then on–off statuses may be exchanged. Note that
the “off” status under the error may become the active power
measurement with either the positive or negative direction.

In a general step, we assume that �H1, · · · , �Hr−1 have been
already estimated. The proposed scheme works as follows:

1) The true H with true �Hr removed is used to estimate x̂
by (5) beforehand, which is then further used to estimate
the Jacobian matrix under possible topology errors, i.e.,
Ĥ. This step is to ensure the calculation accuracy of Ĥr

in later steps. As the number of measurements M � N ,
removing one measurement will not impact the accuracy
in estimating x̂.

2) Consider Zn in the multiple access format as in (16).
Given �H1, · · · , �Hr−1, Zn,r will be modified as Z ′

n,r =

Zn,r −
∑r−1

i=0 x̂iĤr,i. Z ′
n,r will be used to estimate �Hr.

3) The elements of �Hr will be estimated with an iterative
algorithm, which is to be discussed in detail later.

4) With �Hr obtained, go back to Stage 1, and update
r = r + 1. The algorithm ends when the Ĥ is fully
constructed.

B. Proposed Methodology

After removing previous measurements related to �H1, · · · ,
�Hr−1 in Stage 1, Z ′

n,r of Stage 2 is then used to estimate �Hr

with two interleaved steps in Stage 3 in Section III-A.
1) Step 1—Statistical Hypothesis Test: Next, to solve each

Hr,i, we expand each power measurement to the continuous-
time sequence as shown (16). With Zn,r updated to Z ′

n,r as
described in Stage 2 in Section III-A, the present measurement
can be implicitly described as

Z ′
n,r = x̂iHr,i + en,r (18)

with the items related with i ∈ {r + 1, · · · , N} merging into
en,r as the background noise (sum of interference and measure-
ment noise). Without loss of generality, Z ′

n,r can be composed
by three possible statistical hypotheses (H0,H1,H2) of⎧⎨

⎩
H0 : Z ′

n,r ∼ N
(
−x̂r, σ

2
r

)
H1 : Z ′

n,r ∼ N
(
0, σ2

r

)
H2 : Z ′

n,r ∼ N
(
x̂r, σ

2
r

) (19)

where σ2
e

2 plus the interference of the rest of the items has the
power of

σ2
r = σ2

e +

N∑
j=r+1

(x̂j)
2. (20)

To sequentially estimate each Hr,i in (18) correctly, three
possible combinations of binary hypothesis test are considered,

2In the case of items with Hr,i = 0, the σ2
e is equivalent to σ2

r .
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namely

Ĥr,i =

{
Test 1 : H0 vs. H1

Test 2 : H1 vs. H2

Test 3 : H2 vs. H1

(21)

where Ĥr,i is the estimated value of Hr,i. Now, we can formu-
late the quickest estimation problem for each test in (21), and
the procedure is described hereinafter in generalized term of
the hypothesis test: H̃0 versus H̃1. Therefore, we like to make
a decision between these hypotheses in a way of minimizing an
appropriate measure of error probability and cost.

2) Step 2—Sequential Decision Problem: Let (1− �) repre-
sent the prior probability of H̃0 and � represent the prior prob-
ability of H̃1. Based on [12], we can formulate the posterior
probability Pk of H̃1 with a sequence of Zk

n,r in present

Pk =
�Πi=1f1

(
Zi
n,r

)
�Πi=1f1

(
Zi
n,r

)
+ (1− �)Πi=1f0

(
Zi
n,r

) (22)

where f1(·) is the probability density function of H̃1 and f0(·)
is the probability density function of H̃0. By the recursion, the
posterior probability Pk of H̃1 can be rewritten as

Pk =
Pk−1f1

(
Zk
n,r

)
Pk−1f1

(
Zk
n,r

)
+ (1− Pk−1)f0

(
Zk
n,r

) (23)

where the initial value P1 is equal to �. We now can recursively
determine Pk in real time. The constraint function for the
decision threshold shall be defined as well so that the system
can know whether H̃1 or H̃0 is the true hypothesis.

The estimation constraint ce with the error probability cost
for the decision rule is formulated as

ce = c0(1− �)α+ c1�β (24)

and the terminal decision is

Dk =

{
1, Pk ≥ c0

c0+c1

0, Pk < c0
c0+c1

(25)

where cj > 0, j ∈ (0, 1), is the cost of falsely rejecting Ĥj , α is
P0(Dk = 1) known as the FAR, and β is P1(Dk = 0) known as
the MDR. If the posterior probability is greater than or equal to
the threshold, H̃1 is declared (Dk = 1) as the true hypothesis;
otherwise, H̃0 is declared (Dk = 0). For the better estimation
accuracy, we are able to reevaluate ce by incorporating the
Bayes optimal sequential decision rule based on [12] which can
be rewritten as

Cv(Pv) = min {min [c1Pv−1, c0(1− Pv−1)] , Cv−1(Pv−1)}
(26)

where C0(P0) = min[c1�, c0(1− �)] and v ∈ {1, 2, · · · , V }
(V is the length of the training sequence). Note that the training
sequence is needed for the computation of the new cost function
Cv before the likelihood test can be executed. By incorporating
both cost function vector C and posterior vector P, we can de-
termine the minimum upper bound posterior probability Pmin

U

and maximum lower bound posterior probability Pmax
L of Pk

as follows:{
Pmax
L = max[0 ≤ P ≤ �|C = c1P]

Pmin
U = min[� ≤ P ≤ 1|C = c0(1−P)].

(27)

With the similar formulation of (25), the threshold of accepting
H̃0 in terms of Pmin

U and Pmax
L can be described as

A =
1− �

�

Pmax
L

1− Pmax
L

(28)

and the threshold of accepting H̃1 is

B =
1− �

�

Pmin
U

1− Pmin
U

. (29)

Finally, the minimal stopping time T of our proposed scheme
with the Bayes optimal sequential decision rule can be writ-
ten as

T = inf {k ≥ 1|Λk 
 (A,B)} (30)

where Λk is the sequence of the likelihood ratios

Λk =
f1

(
Zk
n,r

)
f0

(
Zk
n,r

)Λk−1 (31)

with the initial value of Λ0 = 1 at time interval k = 0. A deci-
sion is made at each interval k to whether continue sampling or
terminate the test and declare the true hypothesis. If Λk either
exceeds the threshold B (to declare that the true hypothesis is
H̃1) or is less than the threshold A (to declare that the true
hypothesis is H̃0), the hypothesis decision is made, and the
process is terminated. Now, we want to decode the element
of H of bus i+ 1. By the source separation method, x̂iĤr,i

is now eliminated from the sequence of the observation. The
newly updated sequence of observation is as follows:

Zk
n,r = Zk

n,r − x̂iĤr,i (32)

where Ĥr,i denotes the estimation of Hr,i. Stage 3 is terminated
until the completion of estimating �Hr.

At Stage 4, we update the next available measurement
(Zn,r+1) and �Hr = �Hr+1. Then, we return Stage 1 and repeat
the stages from the beginning of this section until recovering
the last element ĤM,N of H. In other words, the Ĥ is fully
constructed. Note that a summary of the proposed scheme is
shown in Algorithm 1.

C. Mathematical Analysis

In this section, we develop the Markov chain-based analytical
model to systematically examine the proposed scheme. The
Markov chain-based analytical model produces the quantitative
performance analysis and theoretical guidance on the proposed
scheme’s parameter configuration for performance guarantee
under fundamental performance metrics: the expectation of
FAR and the expectation of MDR.
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Algorithm 1 Adaptive Quickest Estimation for Ĥ

known x̂
repeat

unknown �Hr

repeat
unknown Hr,i in (18)
repeat

compute the posterior probability Pk

the training sequence:
for v = 1 to V do

compute the cost function, Cv(Pv), and v ← v + 1
end for
Threshold calculation:
compute the boundary posterior probabilities {Pmax

L ,
Pmin
U }, respectively, in (27)

compute the boundary thresholds A and B
Likelihood test:
compute Λk

Update of: k ← k + 1
continue the observation

until T = inf{k ≥ 1|Λk 
 (A,B)} in (31)
report the true hypothesis and store Ĥr,i

update Zn,r via removing x̂iĤr,i in (32)
update Hr,i = Hr,i+1,

until completion of estimating �Hr

update Zn,r = Zn,r+1, and �Hr = �Hr+1

until completion of estimating Ĥ

1) Analysis Model: For analysis purpose, we discretize
R

+
⋃
0 into the finite sets {U1, · · · , UF−1, UF }, where U1 = 0

and UF is the set whose value is greater than or equal to h. In
other words, F is the total number of transitions from 0 to the
state that has the value greater than or equal to h. There are
several approaches for discretization [20], [21]. In this paper,
we employ uniform sampling for simplicity.3 Moreover, from
(31), we know that the sequence exhibits the Markov property,
where the current state j = Λk at observation k only depends
on the previous state i = Λk−1 at k − 1, but not on the past
history [22].

The transition probabilities of the Markov chain for the
proposed scheme from state i at (k − 1) to state j at k can be
described as

Pij =P [Λk = j|Λk−1 = i], under H̃0;

P̂ij =P [Λk = j|Λk−1 = i], under H̃1. (33)

We can calculate the TPMs P and P̂, with the size of (F +
1)× (F + 1), under the hypothesis H̃0 and H̃1 according to
f0(Z

k
n,r) and f1(Z

k
n,r), respectively.

The initial steady-state probability of the Markov chain, where
the process starts from a normal state, can be determined as

π0
j =

πj∑F−1
i=0 πj

, given j ∈ {0, U1, · · · , UF−1} (34)

3Other discretization methods can be employed like the μ-law or A-law in
pulse-code modulation.

and the steady-state probability can be determined

πj =

F∑
i=0

Pijπi (35)

where j ∈ {0, U1, · · · , UF } and
∑F

j=0 πj = 1.
2) Expectation of FAR: Next, based on the Markov chain

model, we study the theoretical performance analysis of
FAR and MDR expectations, respectively. The expectation
(EP[FAR]) of the FAR is the probability that the proposed
statistic Λk reaches to the state UF when the hypothesis H̃0

is true. According to Gamerman and Lopes [22], the TPM
P always has a special eigenvector with only one eigenvalue
λ = 1, and the rest are zero. Thus, we can obtain the solution
by re-elaborating (35) into the matrix form as⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

P00 − 1 P01 · · · P0F

P10 P11 − 1 · · · P0F
...

...
. . .

...

PF0 PF1 · · · PFF − 1

1 1 · · · 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
π0

π1
...
πF

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0
0
...
0
1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ .

(36)

Then, the expectation of FAR can be determined by

EP[FAR] = πF . (37)

3) Expectation of MDR: We define the missed detection
probability (MDP) as the probability that the detection delay
is greater than or equal to a detection delay constraint C. The
expectation (EP̂[MDR]) of the MDP is, starting from the initial
state, the summation of probabilities that Λk stays at a state
other than state UF at time C. Let pi(s) denote the probability
of the state variable at time s and at state i. We set the initial
condition for the transition probabilities as

pi(0) = π0
i (38)

where i ∈ {0, U1, · · · , UF−1} and pF (0) = 0. By the iteration,
at each s, the state probability vector is updated by the previous
state probability vector in a matrix form as

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

p0(s)

p1(s)
...

pF−1(s)

pF (s)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

T

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

p0(s− 1)

p1(s− 1)
...

pF−1(s− 1)

pF (s− 1)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

T

P̂ (39)

pF (s) = 0, s ∈ {0, C − 1}. (40)

Here, the pF (s) at every s of state UF is reset to zero for
the next iteration since we are only concerned with the missed
detection case. The expectation of MDR under the given delay
constraint C can be obtained as

EP̂[MDR] =
F−1∑
i=0

pi(C). (41)
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Fig. 2. Schematic graph of IEEE 14-bus test system with five generators (G).

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we use both analytical and numerical simula-
tions to demonstrate the performance of the proposed scheme
by MATPOWER 4.0 package [23]. MATPOWER 4.0 provides
realistic power flow data and test systems that are used widely
in research-oriented study. All simulations are performed under
the IEEE 14-bus test system as shown in Fig. 2, which has
five generators for 20 measurements; the arrow represents the
power-flow directions, and the triangular (attached on the bus)
is the load. Note that we first apply the analytical model to the-
oretically analyze the performance of the detection system for
guiding the system parameter configuration. Next, we use the
parameter from the theoretical analysis to confirm the accuracy
of the analysis, and then, we demonstrate the performance of
the detection.

Fig. 3 shows an illustrative example of decoding/estimating
Hr,i of bus i. The dot represents Λk, and � is set to 0.5 with the
maximum cost constraint. The simulation result shows that the
threshold A is 0.017 and the threshold B is 92. From Fig. 3,
the decision is declared at minimum stopping time T which is
12 after falling under the threshold A, and the value of Ĥr,i is
−1 in this case.

The numerical examination is presented in Fig. 4 for un-
derstanding the impact of average sample number (ASN) on
system parameters c0 and c1 of the proposed scheme. Note that
the x-axis is the bus index and the y-axis is the corresponding
ASN for each bus. There are three settings: 1) the low cost with
c0 = 1 and c1 = 2; 2) the median cost with c0 = 3 and c1 = 4;
and 3) the high cost with c0 = 6 and c1 = 8. As shown in the
figure, the higher cost of falsely rejecting the hypothesis causes
larger ASN (i.e., the system needs to spend more observations

Fig. 3. Simulation of the proposed scheme in QD for determining Hr,i of the
bus i under an IEEE 14-bus test system.

for making a decision). In other words, the higher cost setting
may result in the better estimation accuracy but have the longer
decision delay.

As shown in both Figs. 5 and in 6, the analytical per-
formance measures and the simulation results are compared
under the same setting and input data for the examination.
By using power flow data sets from MATPOWER 4.0, the
performance index (E[FAR], E[MDR]) comparisons between
the analytical and simulation results can be conducted. With
the parameter from the theoretical analysis, the performance
indices are simulated (both theoretical analysis and simu-
lation are plotted respectively to confirm the accuracy of
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Fig. 4. ASN under three sets of error cost scenarios for IEEE 14-bus test
system.

Fig. 5. Comparison between the analytical and numerical results under c1 =
1 for the IEEE 14-bus test system. (a) Expectation of FAR via Markov chain-
based analytical model. (b) FAR via numerical simulation.

analysis and demonstrate the performance) so that we can
properly configure the proposed algorithm for the guaranteed
performance.

Fig. 6. Comparison between the analytical and numerical results under c0 =
1 for the IEEE 14-bus test system. (a) Expectation of MDR via Markov chain-
based analytical model. (b) MDR via numerical simulation.

Fig. 5 illustrates the relation between the system parameter
c0 and performance metrics (FAR). Note that the logarithmic
scale is used in the figure for the vertical axis. FAR is com-
puted via applying c0 from 1 to 10 in the ascending order,
while retaining the value of c1 to 1 (i.e., c0 is the cost of
falsely rejecting Ĥ0). As shown in Fig. 5, the analytical and
simulation results are fairly close. Fig. 5(a) is the result of the
Markov chain-based analytical model of the proposed scheme.
In Fig. 5(b), the central mark is the median, and the edges of
the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles. The whiskers extend
to the most extreme data points (the maximum and minimum
values of FAR). The maximum value of FAR is close to the
edge of the box; it means that the worst case for each set is
not far away from the majority value of FAR. The difference
percentage between the median and the maximum FAR is about
8%, but smaller FAR is always desired in this simulation. To
compare with Fig. 5(a) and (b), the analytical FAR usually
falls right on or slightly below the 25th percentile edge of the
box, but it never exits the minimum FAR of the numerical
result. In other words, the analytical model gives us a more
ideal/theoretical value of FAR for the proposed algorithm that
is less than the median FAR of the numerical result. From
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Fig. 5, we also observe that a larger c0 yields a smaller FAR as
expected.

The result is shown in Fig. 6 that helps us study the impact
of the MDR on c1 of the proposed scheme (i.e., c1 is the cost of
falsely rejecting Ĥ0). Note that the logarithmic scale is used in
the figure for the vertical axis. MDR is computed via applying
c1 from 1 to 10 in the ascending order, and the value of c0 is
equal to 1 through the process. Fig. 6(a) is the expectation of
MDR under the detection delay constraint of the Markov chain-
based model. As presented in Fig. 6(b), the center mark is the
median of MDR, and the edges of the rectangle are the 25th
and 75th percentiles. The whiskers extend to the maximum and
minimum values of MDR, respectively. The maximum MDR of
each set is much close to the majority of MDR in comparison
to the minimum MDR; the smaller the worst case of MDR, the
better the performance. In Fig. 6(a) and (b), we observe that the
value of analytical MDRs falls on the region between the 25th
percentile and median MDR of numerical simulation; in other
words, the median MDR of the numerical result is fairly close
to the analytical results. The detection delay constraint, which
is introduced in the formulation of calculating analytical MDR,
may give additional reenforcement on the simulation accuracy.
From Fig. 6, both analytical and numerical simulations show
that the larger constraint c1 results in smaller MDR as expected.
In other words, the probability of true estimation rises if we
allow to increase the cost of longer delay.

From Figs. 5 and 6, we demonstrate the performance metrics
with different h. It also helps us configure the system parame-
ters c1 and c0 for the guaranteed performance under fundamen-
tal metrics. We can select the proper configuration of [c1, c0]
from the reasonable range to satisfy the desired performance
constraints. For example, in the low-cost configuration (i.e., the
low-cost setting: both c0 = 1 and c1 = 1), one can explicitly de-
termine the expectational FAR of 0.0005 and the expectational
MDR of 0.007. In other words, the guarantee performance of
the proposed algorithm is able to estimate the H with minimal
delay while maintaining comparable low error rates.

Finally, we consider that the performance of the proposed
scheme in terms of the computational complexity. Since the
proposed scheme heavily involves with the hypothesis testing,
we like to understand the difference of computation time be-
tween the proposed scheme and the conventional hypothesis
test algorithm [24]–[26]. The size of an instance is set to
the number of cycles, which is used to compute ASN. The
computational time is simulated by increasing the number of
cycles. From Fig. 7, the computational time of the proposed
scheme is much smaller than that of the conventional algorithm.
Although the performances of both algorithms seem to linearly
increase with the number of cycles for calculating ASN, the
proposed method runs with 70% less computational time than
that of the conventional algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the main objective is to perform online esti-
mation for the present network topology with minimal delay, in
order to help detect and identify the topological error efficiently
in smart grid networks. The proposed scheme, the adaptive

Fig. 7. Performance comparison of computational complexity by varying the
number of ASN calculation cycles.

quickest estimation algorithm, successfully determines the cur-
rent network topology as quickly as possible without violating
the given constraints such as a certain level of estimation
accuracy. As the present topology is solved, the operator can
quickly determine and identify the network topology error
timely. Furthermore, we are able to develop the Markov chain-
based analytical model to characterize the behavior of our
proposed scheme; one can quantitatively study the system
parameters to achieve the guaranteed detection performance in
terms of fundamental metrics. With the aid of the MATPOWER
4.0 package, both the analytical and numerical simulations are
conducted under the simulated power test system to ensure the
accuracy and proficiency; the simulation results have shown
that the proposed scheme is efficient in terms of detection
accuracy and minimum detection delay. The guaranteed per-
formance of the proposed scheme under the low-cost scenario
can be explicitly determined in terms of FAR and MDR, and
the quickest estimation of the proposed algorithm is much ef-
ficient than the conventional scheme in terms of computational
complexity.
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